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၂၄.၁.၂၀၂၀ 

ကမၻာ့ေရႊေစ်း              = ၁၅၆၁/-US$ 

  ျမန္မာ့ေရႊေစ်း               = ၁၂၁၈၀၀၀/- က်ပ္ 

  ေဒၚလာေစ်း                = ၁၄၇၃/- က်ပ္ 

  CBM Rate                   = ၁၄၆၆.၅  /က်ပ္ 

  ယူရို တစ္ယူရို    = ၁၆၁၉.၇ က်ပ္ 

  စကၤာပူတစ္ေဒၚလာ       = ၁၀၈၆.၁ က်ပ္ 

  စတာလင္ေပါင္တစ္ေပါင္  = ၁၉၂၆.၃ က်ပ္ 

  ဂ်ပန္ယန္းတစ္ရာ            = ၁၃၃၇.၇ က်ပ္ 

  ၾသစေၾတးလ်တစ္ေဒၚလာ = ၁၀၀၄.၈ က်ပ္ 

  တ႐ုတ္ယြမ္ (တစ္ယြမ္)    = ၂၁၁.၄၁ က်ပ္ 

  အိႏိၵယ႐ူပီး (တစ္႐ူပီး)    = ၂၀.၅၆၉ က်ပ္ 

  ကုိရီးယား၀မ္တစ္ရာ      = ၁၂၅.၆၃ က်ပ္ 

  မေလးရွားရင္းဂစ္         = ၃၆၁.၀၃ က်ပ္ 

  ထုိင္းဘတ္တစ္ဘတ္     = ၄၈.၀၈၂ က်ပ္ 

Source: CBM Rate, etrademyanmar.com 

 
 

Contact Us 

 
ကုန္သြယ္မွုသတင္းအခ်က္လက္ႏွင့္ 

သုေတသနဌာနခြဲ 
 

ဖုုန္း       ၀၁-၃၇၁၂၀၃ 
            ၀၁-၃၇၆၄၁၆ 
            ၀၁-၃၇၆၄၉၀ 
ဖတ္စ္     ၀၁- ၃၇၆၄၁၆ 
 
http://www.myantrade.org 
myantradetir2016@gmail.com 
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 Source: https://news-eleven.com/article/155950 
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Thura News  Views 

Government banks will merge  

Four government-owned banks will eventually merge into one entity in order to streamline their operations, 

especially for small-scale lending. Union Minister of Planning, Finance and Industry U Soe Win made the 

announcement at a workshop for micro, small and medium enterprises in Nay Pyi Taw. He said Myanma 

Economic Bank, Myanma Foreign Trade Bank, Myanmar Foreign Investment Bank, and Myanmar Agricultural 

Development Bank will become one entity, a move that will help farmers gain access to finance. The new entity 

would create a streamlined and accessible loan scheme for small-holder farmers to buy land, seed machinery 

                      ’                                        x                           ’    v          j         

so they can freely grow any crop they like, except poppy. The idea is to issue loans based on the crops they 

                         q                           

The merge will neither be quick nor simple, but Soe Win continued that his ministry would seek guidance from 

the World Bank and emulate similar reforms made in Thailand. The move is merely the latest in a series of 

reforms in the finance industry, many of which also affect the agricultural sector, which employs around 70 

percent of Myan-   ’                                                                  panies to invest in 

                           ’                                                                        3  

                  ’              F         v                

Xi Jinping visit ends with new trade deals  

X   J      ’      -awaited visit, the first from a Chinese head of state in 19 years, ended with dozens of new 

deals as Myanmar deepens its economic relationship with its most powerful neighbor.  

Over the two-day conference, Xi met with President U Win Myint, State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and 

Commander-in-Chief Senior General Min Aung Hlaing. The 33 new deals included liquid natural gas imports, 

urban development, new rail lines and the USD 1.3 billion Kyaukhphyu deep-sea port and economic zone. The 

agreements were designed to advance the China-Myanmar Economic Corridor (CMEC), which is an integral 

              ’                                  v                                                        z      

                                               ’          

              ut saying that a neighboring country has no other choice, but to stand together till the end of the 

         F   q                                       

                              ’                                                                          

organizations, in particular, fear China tipping the scales of Myanmar politics. On Saturday, demonstrators 

gathered in Yangon to protest the Chinese-backed Myitsone Dam, a USD 3.6 billion hydropower project that saw 

a backlash from local communities and human rights organizations and kept stalling since 2011. Nevertheless, 

none of the new deals covered the dam, and little progress was made on securing trade routes in the conflict-

ridden Shan and Kachin States. When clashes intensified between thee Myanmar army and the Northern 
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Alliance armed groups in August, Chinese diplomats met with delegates from both sides, but to no avail.  

Despite the conflict, trade with China continues to soar. According to official data, trade between the two 

countries reached USD 17.71 billion in 2019, a full 28.5 percent increase from the previous year.  

Japan grants major infrastructure loans  

One week after China signed a batch of new trade deals with Myanmar, Japan announced that it will provide 

Myanmar USD 1.1 billion in loans to fund four major infrastructure projects. The agreement, signed by Japanese 

ambassador to Myanmar Ichiro Maruyama, will finance urban transportation, power distribution, the Yangon 

sewer system and infrastructure projects in several states. The transportation projects, which include 

     v              Y                                           Y     ’                                       

claimed that the sewer system improvements could boost wastewater treatment capacity seven fold before 

2030. The funding will also go towards roads, bridges and other vital infrastructure in Chin, Rakhine, Mon, Kayin 

                 F                                J    ’                                      Y     ’           

power distribution infrastructure.  

The announcement comes on the heels of a high-profile visit from Xi Jinping that punctuated a fast-growing 

                                                                                              ’         

Japan has spent years financing projects in and ar            ’                       Y       J         

funded urban electrification, improved roadways and new flyovers, an overhaul of the public transportation 

system and the Thilawa Special Economic Zone, which will cost more than USD 3 billion and position a new 

deep sea port just south of the city. 

KBZ Bank sues Yangon port for USD 220 million  

KBZ Bank has filed suit against the owner of Myanmar Industrial Port over what could be the largest loan 

default in Myanmar history. KBZ is suing tycoon U Ko Ko Htoo and his company for unpaid debt totaling more 

           0                   F             z                ’                                       

Company Limited, owns 100 percent of the port. KBZ has filed separate lawsuits against both Ko Ko Htoo and 

his company. In hearings this month, KBZ lawyers outlined a ten-year history of increasing debt and failures to 

make timely payments. Although the Myanmar Industrial Port is one of the busiest in the country, handling 

around 40 percent of Myanmar shipping, the company has a long history of mismanagement and financial 

drama. Beyond the unpaid KBZ debt, the International Finance Corporation, the finance arm of the World Bank, 

backed out of a finance partnership with the port because of alleged corporate governance issues.  

KBZ has not outlined the reparations it will seek, but industry experts interviewed by Frontier magazine said the 

port holds more that 100 acres of land in downtown Yangon. They estimated the port itself to be worth around 

USD 500 million. 

Source: Thura Swiss News (Issue 400 January 23, 2020) 
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